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Abstrart 
The main dett't"tion issues implied by the search for", and 

Z" pairs and Higgs in a high energy pp collider context are dis
fussed here. 'It includes: precise electron identification, missing 
('n,'rgy measurement, multi lepton recognition. sophisticatl'd jl't 

. paltl'rn r('('ognition. and pile-up. ThE' study uses. as much a,'l 
I'os"iblt'. a ~realistic simulation of life." 

Introduction 

From an experimental point of view, the search for W or ZO 
pain is a fundamental issue for pp colliden. It implies that a 
detector provides sufficient information enabling identification 
of W's and ZO's in their various decay modes, namely: 

~, - lVI, ZO - Ii , lind VIii, . 

W _ qq • lind ZO _ qq , 

with I = t.Il, T ... Recognition of polarization properties and 
invariant mass reconstruction of WW or ZO ZO pain are 
necessary in Higgs identification. In addition, the "usual 
pp environment" must be considered, especially at very high 
energy and very high luminosity (event pile-up problem). 

We investigate various detection problems: electron iden
tification with high resolution, missing energy measurement, 
inultilepton recognition, sophisticated jet pattern recognition, 
and pile-up confusion. We confront these problems by explor
ing a .... ariety of possible solutions and techniques and estimate 
corresponding detection efficiencies. 

Our approach has been to first study these questions with a 
simulation using a near perfect detector. This is mainly done 
in the first report of "bur group and is described in section one 
of this paperl. This serves a.s a feasability check of the "ideal" 
cases. If a technique looks promising after this initial test we 
then step further and study the question with a more "realistic" 
detector simulation. This is what we have done in this second 
report(refered to as Section 5 in the fint paper). 

Coordinator of thr Working Group on "W/Z Pairs and 
Ililtg,,- at thr SSC. With J. Gunion 

1.0 Realistic Simulations 

For a more accuratE' rE'production of nat.ur.e. a dE'tector 
simulation used by the DO collaboration for high statistics 
trigger studies is adapted for use here. D0 is a 471" general 
purpost' detector comprised of central tracking chambers 
with no magnetic field. a l'ranium liquid-argon calorimeter. 
and a muon spectrometer employing magnetized iron and 
pr0l'0rtional drift tubes. The dimensions of DO have bpen 
sraled to be appropriate for an sse detector. The inner 
radius of the calorimeter is 200 cm and its half-length is 400 
cm. The calorimeter is between 12 and 15 absorption lengths 
thick with a coverage out to 6 units of rapidity. It ha.'I a 
uniform segmentation of 0.05 x 0.05 in azimuth and ra,pidity. 

EII"'lromagnl'lir and hadronic showers art' simulat('d Ilsing 
a pitralOrtrrizalion taken from test data on UO protolyprs, 

, ~O:II(, arl'a.c; of the calorimeter have been deadened to simulat(' 
supports. cable pathways and a cryostat. A singlr cryostat 
df'liiKn has been chosen with clam shell flanges at 90 degrees. 
This eliminates the large dead area that occurs when three 
cryostats are used. We assume resolutions of 
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(7/ E = 0.01 + 0.20 N'E 

(7/ E = 0.05 + 0.50:v'E 
for electrons and hadrons respectively, The relative response of 
electrons to pions is taken to be 1.1 and constant with energy. 
The beam interaction diamond is smeared with a Gaussian of 
width 20 cm. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the detector. 

r(m) 

2 J::==::;::::I==;::=1 

2 4 6 
Z (m) 

Figure 1 Cut. view of one quadrant. of the Dl detector. 



T.he simul~tion includes a transition radiation detector 
(TRlJ) with parameters identical to DO. There are ninC' TRD <45 
("harnbers instead of three as in DO. TRD information is 
u~(·d onl~' to distinguish between zero. one or two ionizing 
t racks. Fig. 2 sho ..... s the total charge deposited in the TRD for 
single electrons and pions which rejects 50 percent of the pions 
whill' accepting 90 percent. of all electrons. In our "trigger" 
WI' use the sum of the TRD channels corresponding to the 
"hil~ calorimeter cells.~. This distribution is shown in Fig. 3 
..... hl'rl' one can see peaks corresponding to one or more particles. 
Bp("au~e of these overlaps, the TRD is used only to detect the 
presence of a charged particle. The rejection factor of Fig. 
:z would apply to isolated tra.cks only. Because we simulate 
only I'venls that have high Pt elKtrons, it is not necessary 
to make stringent cuts with the TRD. The TRD would be 
useful in discriminating against the QCD background. We 
nole that the efficiency and rejection of this dt'vice was the 
~amp for both 300 GeV and 800 (;eV ("ases studied. The 
poinl where e's and t's have equal signals. corresponds to a 
PI of about 500 GeV. The usefulness of this device for elKtron 
iclf'ntification at small angles corresponds to a PI approximately 
t('n limes lower. Therefore, a TRD of the 00 dt'sign would 
only be useful in the central rapidity region. A better set of 
TRD parameters could be found for SSC energies. even for. 
forward detectors. if space permitted. It should be poinled out 
that segmentation of TRD's Is ver)' important. The effect of 
ovt'rlaps is seen by comparing the distributions of Figs. 2 and 
3. 
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Figur .. 2 Single electron and pion dE I d.'( in the TRD. 
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Figur .. 3 Cluster dEjdX in the TRD. 

2.0 ". and Z" Pairs in a "Realistic Det~tor" 

Tht' Pythia Monte-Carlo (V4.7) has been used t.o generate 
samplf'!oo of signal and backgrounds for Higgs' of mass 300 Ge\' 
and 800 GeV produced by pp collisions at \IS = 40 Te\/. One 
thousand e"ents have been generated for each of the following 
processes: 

PP - HO - ev, qq (1) 

pp - WW - ev, qq (2) 

pp - W q or g -+ ev, q or g (3) 

PP - W zO -+ eVe qq (4) 

pp _ to ZO _ eev, V, (5) 

pp - ZO q or g - ee q or g (6) 

pp -+ qq or gg or qg (7) 

The continuum background processes were generated with 
100 GeV wide windows in PI centered on 150 GeV or 400 GeV 
where relevant. For the ZCJ pair modes. the decay neutrinos 
were v, • v,. or v,. The generated events have been passed 
through the detector simulation described in Section 1 and 
then analyzed. 

2.1 Identification of W -Pair Events 

In Section 4.4 of our first report 1 to these proceedings, a 
trigger strategy is defined to identify such events, using an 
"idealized 471" detector". Now, we use the 01 simulation, to 
define a more realistic way to trigger OD W-pairs. We also 
estimate the experimentally achievable resolution (or the main 
parameters of these processes, and the efficiency of each stage 
of the detection as well as an overall efficiency. 

.. 
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·\ rpalistic \\',palr triggt·r i, defined dccording to the 
rollowing steps. For each e\cnt: 

200 

. 160 

120 

80 

~o 

0 
0 

:,earch for all clusters in the electromagnetic part of t'he 
calorimeter within a range in rapidit!· '7 :::; 4 and with 
E, .' ]0 Gel' using a clustering radius of 0.5 units. 
R!'quire that at least 95 percent of the energy be contained 
in the first 40 radiation lengths of the calorimeter. This is 
to ensure t.he ~electron-character" of the cluster. 
Require the isolation of the cluster to be larger than 95 
p!'rccill. (St'e Fig 4 caption for definition of isolation). 
Require the cluster radius be less than 0.1 (See Fig 5). 
Ask for the matching of the e.m. cluster with an associated 
track. with more than 400 A'el' of ionization. in the TRD 
(See Fig 3). It should be noted that most of these criteria 
are biased toward accept ing electrons in the central rapidity 
region. A "cleaner" sample of events is obtained with a cut 
at three units of rapidity with a corresponding reduction of 
aC't'eptance. 
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Fi~lIrl' 4 Isolation defined as the ratio of cluster E, to thl' 
1-., ill it. itlorirneter triggt't"tower comprised of 9 cells (.15 .. 1.') 
IIni,- in.ar!'a). 

The remaining electron candidates which pass all these cuts 
ar!' t hen sorted into a list decreasing in PI for use in signals 
with more than one electron. The elt'<'tron candidate with the 
highest PI is used to reconstruct the W. 

The longitudinal component of the momentum of the 
neutrino (i.e. the component along the beam axis) is not 
well defined in pp collisions bt'<'ause large amounts of energy 
t'scape detection at small angles. The missing-PI is used to infer 
the t'xistence of a neutrino and to reconstruct the ev-system 
dt'ca\ing from the W. A cut on missing-PI at 10 GeV is almost 
100 percent efficient for processes with a n: -- Iv. 

The four-momentum of the electron and the two comp~ 
nents of the missing momentum along with the W-mass con
straint yield a quadratic equation in longitudinal neutrino m~ 
mentum: 
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Figurt> S Cluster Radius defined as the energy-weighted rms 

of a cluster. in phase space units, for both electrons and jets. 

There are two possible solutions; we use thf' solution which 
yields the smallest value for P. (thi:; is correct 60 percent of 
the time) . 

Assuming an object with the W-ma.~s complf'tely constrains 
the kinematics, so the W-momentum is determined, The 
transverse mass of the ev-s),stem is shown in Fig. 6. The 
resolutio~ of both the electron and the missing-PI are shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8 respectively; they are equal to 3.4 percent and 
20 percent respectively. We list in Table 1 th(' effici('ncy (tv 

for identifying the ev-system as defined above. All processes 
whf're a W has been produced which decays If'ptonically. give 
a value of about 60 percent for ('1" The Higgs' process gi\'es a 
slightly higher value of 70 percent. 
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Figure 6 Transverse mass of the ev system (300 GeV Higgs). 
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Figurt> 7 Residual electron energy resolution defined as the 
fractional difference between incident and simulated energy 
(300 GeV Higgs). 
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Figurt> 8 Residual neutrino PI-resolution defined as the 
fractional difference between the neutrino'PI and the missing· PI 
of the event (300 GeV Higgs). 

Fir". WI' hnd all the clusters with E, greater than 10 GeV 
. ",ing nnw thf' full df'pth information from the calorimetf'r 
alld .. I .. rgf'r duster radius (i.e. of one unit instead of 0.5 
unit for the e.m. cluster) 
Find the duster (jell) with the highest E, in the opposite 
hemispht>re from the leptonically decaying W . 

. \lakt> all possible combinations of jet 1 with all other clusters 
in th(' opposite hemisphere. Keep tht> cluster (jet2) which 
combines with jet) to have an invariant mass closest to mw. 
Tht> efficiency after this stage ((J]) is given in Table 1. 
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.\ cut i, then mdUf' in ph,,;;icdl rna,., at 1:':1l t;('\·. Tht' 
remaining events constitute an ('vent sample which (an 
then be subjt>cted to a more sophi~ticated analysis as will 
be described below. The t>fficienc~' after this cut (1\ Id 
which constitues the final trigger efficiency for each process 
considered is listed in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Efficiencies at successive stages of analysis for a 300 Ge\' Hil!:gs 
dpcaying to \VW and corresponding backgrounds. fiackgrotlllci 
processes were simulated only for the PI interval 100-200 G('\·. 

Process (1 (pb) (,., (J] (".\\. 

pp ..... H" ..... ev qq 2.0 .70 .61 .30 
pp ... ",n' ..... ev qq 1.9 .61 .49 .30 
pp ..... W q(g) .... ev q(g) 4.9 10~ .67 .55 .12 
PP ..... W zO ..... ev qij 4.1 10- 1 .62 .50 .33 
PP ..... qq or gg or qg 1.2 105 .01 .001 .0003 

This "trigger" efficiency is about 30 percent for events 
with two W·s. For events produced by PP ..... W + (q or g) 
where the parton recoil jet fakes the other W. the efficiency 
is about 12 percent. This study attempted to optimize the 
acceptance of the trigger for a low mass Higgs (300 GeV) at 
the SSC; therefore. low thresholds have been used. Setting 
low thresholds when starting to run an experiment at the SSC 
will be mandatory to allow us to explore the entire mass
range l . We believe the effect of higher thresholds would have 
a multiplicative effect on all efficiencies quoted. Such a study 
has not been done yet. 

We define mass resolution ((1m/m). where ((1,") is the 
standard deviation from a Gaussian fit. after cuts and including 
the natural width. This value is 21 percent for the hadronically 
decaying Wand 21 percent for tht> reconstructed Higgs 
mass. Tht> two distributions are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 
respectively. For comparison with the W ..... ev case we also 
display the transverse mass of the jet.jet system in Fig. 9. 
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Figure 9 Transverse mass of the jet-jet system (300 GeV 

Higgs). 
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Figurl' 10 \1ass of the jet-jet system (300 GeV Higgs). 
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Figurl'11 Mass of the WoW system (300 Ge\' Higgs). 

For the 300 GeV caSe we attempted to estimate the effect 
of these cuts on the background from ordinuy QCD jets. 
A sample of 5000 events with PI between 100 and 200 GeV 
was simulated on a Cyber - 205 supercomputer. The Isajet 
~-1onte Carlo was used to generate these events. Some trivial 

H'ctorization of the code was performed but the simulation and 
analysis WE're essentially the same. The results from this study 
,HE' includE'd in Table I. While the number of surviving events 
IS small. thE' noss-section is several orders of magnitude larger. 
It should bE' emphasized that the E, and missing-PI cuts were 
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un-r.'ali"IC'alh Ifm; fllturr lrl~g('r ,.;tudi£'~ rnllq optirrlil.r ,,,:' 
to r",illir lhi, background, 

Thr rf'5ullS of th(' ~oo (;e\" Ili~gs simulation ar£' gi"('n in 
Tabl('"L. It was neC'essary to change the clustering radiu, 
used in the jet finding algorithm from 1.0 unit to 0,5 units, 
A clustering radius of 1.0 unit quite often lumps both jE't~ 

from the hadronically decaying W into one jet. This illustratE's 
an important point: Jets at the SSC will cover a \'('ry broad 
range of PI; therefore. they will vary considE'rably in shapE', 
The method employed by ~seed and accrete~ jet-findE'rs has 
parameters that must be ~hand tuned- to give good results. 
We recommend that any future studies use a true clustering 
algorithm. To make the results easily co'mparable. we did 
not change any of the other parameters, The same threshold 
values were kept to compare the low- and high-mass cases 
with the same imposed conditions, However. we forsee at 
this refined stage to have filters for both low- and high-mass 
ranges. Clearly the set of cuts will have to be tuned in a 
different way in both cases to optimize the search for each type 
of object. The result was that the 800 GeV events with two 
W's passed the cuts 10 percent more often than the 300 GeV 
events. Events with a single \V passed the cuts 30 percent more 
often. We speculate that this was due to the higher multiplicity 
of spectator jets that could conspire to have the W-mass. 

The mass resolution of the di-jet system improves to the 
11 percent in the 800 GeV case while the,.Higgs' mass resolution 
remains about the same (20 percent) for mH = 800 GeV. 
These distributions are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 respectively. 

. . 
In conclusion. for bC?th Higgs' masses considered, the mass 

resolution was about 20 percent. For the 300 GeV case, the 
ratio of the background from PP - W + (q or g) to the 
signal(S/B) from Higgs or continuum W-pair production was 
in both cases about 0.01. For the high-mass case, this ratio 
was 0.05 for an 800 GeV Higgs and 0,01 for the corresponding 
continuum. 
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Figure 12 Mass of the jet-jet system (800 GeV Higgs) 
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Figure 13 \1ass of the WoW system (800 GeV Higgs) 

TADLE 2 

t-:ltici(,llcil'~ at ~ucces~i\'(' stagl'!' of analysis for a 800 G('V Higgs 
d"(a~ in~ 10 W\\ and corresponding backgrounds. Background 
proce~sl's Wl'fl' simulated only for the PI interval 200-300 GE'V. I 

Pr() .... ~s . 0 (pb) ( .- (JJ I", II' 

1'1' /I' o tV qq .19 .79 .56 .32 

1'1' - \\ \\. - ev qq .04 .75 .62 .44 

PI' .\\ q(y) - tv q(g) 5,4 .71 .58 .24 

2.2 Idf'ntitication of Z0 Pairs 

Identification of Z.-· pair f'Vents. wherE' one of the Z0 decays 
into charg('d leptons and thl' othE'r one into nE'utrinos is in some 
sen~E' much ('asiE'r than U' pair I'VE'nts. The only important 
background is from PP - Z·· ~ jets where missing energy 
can bl' art ific ially produced by mis-measured jets. What 
matters h('rE' is ene~gy lost in cracks or dead regions of the 
apparat us. Table 3 contains the results of this study. The 
doubll' el~tron efficil'ncy is about 43 percent; this is slightly 
b.-t tN than thl' square of the single electron efficiency which 
is due to correlations. The mass resolution of the Z·:o ..... ee 
~-'''t .. m is 2.7 percent as can besE'i!n in Fig. 14. The missing-PI 
distributions for the signal and scaled background are displayed 
in Fig. 15. A cut in missing PI at about 50 GeV retains 
about 97 pE'rcent of the detected electron pairs while rejecting 
R~ percl'nt of the single-Z(' background. The mass of the 
Hi~g< can be determined in the same way that the W mass 
was dl'tE'rmined at SppS collider. A fit can be made to the 
: ranSVE'rse mass distribution. The residual transverse mass 
distribution is showrt in Fig. 16; when fit to a Gaussian this 
gives a tranSVE'r~e mass rE'Solution of 11 GeV. 
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Figure 14 Mass of the e-e system for the process PP ..... ZO Zo. 
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Figur(! 16 Residual transverse mass for the process pp -

Z"Z". 

TABLE 3 

F.flirif'nci('s of different cutS for H - Z Z and its backgrounds. 
Had.~rollnds wl'rl' simulatl'd over limited pi ranges: 100-
'!OO Cf'V and 200-300 GeV for 300 and 800 Ge\' signals 

~Jlt'('\iv('ly. 

--.----
I'rocl"s (J (pb) ( .. ( r. ~1ass . 

pp - Z"Z" - ew v 4 10- 2 .43 .97 300 

1'1' • ZoO q(y) - ee q(g) 6.610 1 .48 .12 300 

pp • JI" - ee - !Iii 1.010- 2 .38 .92 800 

pp - Z"Z" - U - !IV 8.1 10- 4 .40 .99 800 

pp - Z" q(y) - ee q(g) 7.2 10- 1 .43 .25 800 

3.0 Recognition of W Hadronic Decay. 

~lost of the physics which will be studied at the SSC imply 
new particles which decay into qq or qqq (plus additional 
nl'utrinos). This is the cue for new heavy quarks, new heavy 
ll'ptons. and 5upersymmetric particles. In this section we 
concentratl' on pattern recognition of jets . 

Differentiating events from the process of Eq.l from the 
ones produced by the standard backgrounds of Eqs. 2-3 where 
the W decays into leptonic mode or where the W is radiated 
from the quark or the gluon is the major difficulty. 

We present here the results of an analysis 2 which uses fine
grained calorimetry to discriminate between different energy 
. ~position patterns characteristic of the quark-anti-quark 
Jecay of a W boson and the fragmentation products of a lingle 
parton (quark or gluon). 

3.1. FiIl(>-Graill(>d ·CalorilllNry 

This study is donI' using a lower geometry calorimetN. 
with: dry = do = 0.01 for thE' elE'ctromagnetic front sE'ction 
and dry = do = 0.02 for the hadronic back section. ThE' 
energy resolution was (J IE = 0.15 for the e.m. part" ,and 
(J / E = 0.50 for the hadronic part. The polar angle covered 
by the calorimeter extends down to 2.0 degrees. It is 
assumed that the hadronic and electromagnetic sections of the 
calorimeter are constructed of similar or identical materials. 
so that fluctuations in longitudinal shower df'velopment do not 
introduce fluctuations in measured response duE' to diifl'rE'nt 
sampling techniques in the two calorimeters. In addition, 
a channel-to-channel miscalibration of 1.5 percent rms was 
introduced. Systematic miscalibrations. however, are not 
introduced and the responsE' of the calorimeters to electrons 
and hadrons (the e/h ratio) has been taken to be 1. Muons are 
assigned an rms energy uncertainty of 11 percent, independent 
of energy. Thus, we assume a detector system with good 
calorimetry. good muon reconstruction and no magnetic field. 
A magnetic field would. in fact. degrade the resolution of 
t he detector assumed here since I hE' energies measured in the 
lowers would have to be "moved back to wherl' they belong" 
hy solving the problem of apport ioning the energy measured 
in the calorimeter towers among the momenta of the tracks 
reconstructed in a tracking system. A tracking system in a 
high track density environment, may fall short of 100 percent 
efficiency, possibly by several percent. Consequently, track 
mis-assignments result in erroneous four vector assignments 
to towers. If for simplicity Wf' think of these errors as just 
degrading the tower granularity. then a degradation from a 
granularity of 0.01 to 0.10 leads to a substantial degradation of 
t he mass resolution of the system 3 . Every tower channel with 
energy exceeding 0.1 GeV is saved as part of the event rf'cord. 
The calorimeter I'vent record consists of thf' energy absorbE'd 
hy each tower. the rapidity and the azimuthal coordinates of 
the center of each tower. 

3.2 O('finit ion of Parameters Charact('rizing t h(' Ev('ut 
SI rurtllre 

Wf' mf'asurf' d('positions of ('nergy with a~·carorimE'tcr. 

Thl'rf'fore. we can study their magnitude and their shape. The 
first characteristic of a two quark syste.m, such as the one 
provided by the hadronic decay of the W. is its invariant mass. 
h is calculatl'd from the tOWE'r enE'rgies by summing over all 
the towers includf'd in the \\·-cluster. Then m]) = "p::'p'i 

P, L EIrSlniJ"cosOb 

Py = L E"slniJlrsinO/r, 

Pz = L E/rcosiJ/r 

and iJ lr and ¢Ir are the polar angles of the k-th cell. 
The mass distributions for the hadronic W decays and single 

partons are shown in Fig 17. The low mass region for W decays 
is populated by events with missing neutrinos. and missing 
particles that travel down the beam hole. The high mass region 
for W decays is due to mis-reconstruction and confusion with 
fragments from beam jets. 
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Figure 17 ~ass distribution for hadronic W decays(solid) 
and single partons(dashed). The two distributions have been 
normalized to the same number of events to show the shape of 
the jet-jet mass distribution of the hadonic decay of W'6 .. 

Thf' conclusion from this figurp is that the parameter mJ) 

alonp is not enough to distinguish thp signal from the QeD 
l>aclq~round. Other propertips must be exploited. 

Thf' W_Mblob- can hp characlerized in another way by 
[)aramf'Ierizing its "shap(,", Usually thE' event is represented 
In the calorimetrv by a so-called Lcgo-plot (Et represented in 
I h.· plane (1/. 0). He~e. WE' have chosen to project the energy of 
('ach calorimeter cell included in the \V-system onto the thrust 
rtXi~ (t) of the event in the 2-dimensional(1/,<p) plane of the 
calorimel('r, 

Thf'·t-axis is found by maximizing the quantity: 

\\ h .. re each calorimeter tower is one element of the sum. and 
t'~ is the 2-dimensional vector in (1/.0). pointing from the 
centroid of the energy pattern to the k-th calorimeter tower. 
Th.· average of these componf'nt~ of the energy pattern which 
.Ir(' parall('1 and perpendicular to the t-axis are calculated as: 

\\ I,,·r.· I he sum is done over all thf' cells belonging to the \\
-I,j"h- and £ is thp scalar total energy in the system. The 
ralio f;_ /:.; measures the "elongation" of the jet system and 
i, quitf' difff'rent for \V's and QeD jets as seen in Fig 18. 

I. 

E ... /E II -

Figurt> 18 Distribution of EJ.;' Ea for W (solid) and QeD jets 
(dashed). 

We dt'fint'd the variable S as thE' distanct' in rapidity and 
azimuth from the centroid of the energy pattern scaled by 
thE' energy of the system over the mass of thE' W. Therefore, 
S is energy independent and furthermore. for a symmetric 
W-decay. decay products from the fragmentation of the two 
quarks will appear as a peak at S :: + I and S = - I. The 
calorimeter energy measured relative to the S-axis for a I\' T jtt 
event is shown in Fig 19. A three peak structure appears 
clearly, whert' one peak is due to the QeD jet of recoil and the 
two other peaks represent the W-system. The corresponding 
Lt'go-plot of this evt'nt shown in Fig 20. Figure 21 shows the 
case of a symmetric W decay. The general case is not as simple 
because the energ~' pattern of hadronic decays of \V's may differ 
5ignifi~antly as is shown in Fig 22. 
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Figure 20 Lego plot of evt'nt displayed in Figure 19 
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Figure 21 Energy pattern along the S-axis of a symmetric W 
.. decayo 
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Figure 22 Energy pattern of various n° - qq systems from the 
process pp - WHO wht're one of the W's decays hadronicallyo 

Two effects strongly infiuenct' the energy pattt'rn of a W
system; gluon brt'msstrahlung. and tht' angle between tht' two 
emitted quarks_ Gluons may be radiated by both initial and 
final statt' partons. Pythia and lsajt't Monte Carlo's takt' this 
effect into account. In Figs. 23 and 24 show how tht' \lont('
Carlo reproduces this effect. Fig. 23 shows an event gent'ratt'd 
by Pythia for the process: 

pp-W-W HO. 

The W decays into es and the HO with a mass of 100 GeV 
decays into r+r-, at Ji = 10 TeV ; this event has then be 
submitted to a full simulation in the CDF detector. As pointed 
out in this picture, the c-quark (corresponding to a cluster 
with Ec of 36 GeV) emill a radiated gluon (corresponding to a 
cluster with Ec of 40 GeV). Both clusters are 50 nearby that the 
cluster algorithm in the CDF detector merges them. Another 
picture of such an effect is shown in Fig. 24 where an event 
has been generated by the pythia Monte-Carlo. for the process 
: pp - WW at J$ = 40 TeV. The W- decays into ev and 
W· decays into es + 4g. The c-quark cluster (corresponding to 
58 GeV of E,J is accompanied by a cluster of emitted gluons 
of 28 GeV of E,; the s-quark cluster corresponding itself to 
20 GeV of E, has an additional 47 GeV of Ec due to radiated 
gluona. The additional lUIlount of transverse energy due to 
these emitted gluons is in both cues quite substantial. Fig. 
24 shows together with the LEGO plot of the (es) system (Fig 
24a), the "distortion" due to this radiation of gluons appearing 
also in the energy pattern of the (es) system (Fig 24b). 

Figure 23 The effect of gluon bremsstrahlung in an event: 
pp - W - WHo at J$ = 10 TeV. CDF simulation and Pythia 
Monte Carlo where HO - r+ r- and W .... es (with c-quark 
emitting a gluon). 
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Figure 24 Effect of gluon bremstrahlung on an event pp -
U'w at v's::: 40 TeV (where W'" ..... c:l and W- - ev). a) 
LEGO plot view of the W -- eS b) Energy pattern of the c& 

system. 

In the case of a QeD single parton jet. radiated gluon jets 
ran also mimic a two jet topology. Moreover. depending on 
1 he quark decay angle. this energy pattern may have a very 
,imilar shape. This energy pattern in S is shown in Fig. 25. 
for 3 regions of the quark decay cosine in the W-center of mass. 
The corresponding contour plot (l/E dEjdSd (os6') is shown 
in Fig. :?G. The cosine of the quark decay angle is calculated 

as: 

wher .. Pll and P'2 are the summed tower energies along 
the W line-of-Right in the lab. for positive and negative s. 
respectivel\,. This assumes that kinematically. W-decay is 
just like 11"" decay. that is. the decay of a heavy object to 
liJl,hl mass objects. The resolution in cosine is shown in Fig 
:?i. wh ic h displays the difference between the reconstructed 
rosin .. and the true (Pythia) cosine for a large sample of W
d .. cays. This resolution is about 0.1 unit in cosine. but there are 
nOIl-(;aussian tails extending out to a full 1 unit. presumably 
d\le 10 mi~-reconstructions. We take this cosine as another 
di'ilinJl,uishing characteristic between W decays and partons. 
The distribution of this cosine for W-decays and partons 
is shown in Fig. 28. in which the par tons fragmentations 
often simulates a highly asymmetric W-decay and therefore 
p"pu lates t he region near the cosine of -+- 1. Indeed. a highly 
asvmmet ric decay in which one quark from the W takes away 
1II0st of the momentum is essentially a single parton system, 
and. as such. is not distinguishable from a primary single 
parton. Therefore. to improve the discrimination. we apply 
a combined cut: we cut both on cosine and the chi-squared 
of the shape(x ;11.".). This variable is calculated using the 
mean of the I, E dE! dS distribution {for S. > 0 and S < 0 

s-

Figure 25 Energy pattern of (W - qq) for different cos6' 
intervals 

rl'spHti\'el~' land the rms Ructuations about thl'se means. The 
\ariablNi .'i • rm~ and S - rm.' are calculated as th(' rms widl h of 
the energy deposit ion for positive and negative s respect i\,f'l\'. 
The ratio of these quantities is shown in Fig. 29 for \\'
~f'Cays and single jets Fig. 30 shows the x;"., .• distributions 
.lntegrated over all cos6" for W's and single jets The combined 
discrimination of a cosine cut is very effective since par tons 
often resemble the S-axis dis! ribution in Fig 20. that is. a single 
st ructure whose cosine is usually calculated to be near T I. and 
hence the chi-squared calculation compares this parton jet with 
the W -shape for a cosine near + 1. and of course finds fairly 
good agreement and a sma~1 chi-squared. A cut in cosine 0.6 Of 

0.8. eliminates these partons and those remaining preferentially 
have poor chi-squareds. 
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Figure 26 Contour plot of 1( E dEidS tiS c056' 
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Finally we also use another characteristic 4 which is the 
ratio of the transverse momentum of the lower energy \V.decay 
quark to the W ... jet invariant mass, all in the \\' - jet frame: 
this quantity named R m ," 'is plotted in Fig 31 for W.decays 
and par tons . 
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Figure 31 Hm ," for W (solid) and partons (dashed) 

The parameter cu.'S· is also used to show a ver\ important 
property of the W deray depending if they coml' from the W' 
decay or not - the polarization elfert. W's with transverse 
~olarization will gin' a l-cos 2 (J' distribution whereas \\"5 with 
longitudinal polarization will havE' .<in 2 (J angular distribution. 

All the above parameters dirertly deri,ed from quantitiE's 
measured in the ralorimeter arE' then used to overcome the 
various backgrounds. 
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Figure 32 Invariant mass distributions of (W - qq) system 
('ompan'd to the jet mass due to QeD single partons. (True 
relative scale) 

:\, succ('s"i\(' cuts are appliE'd. th(' rE'sulting mass distri
Dill ions for \\ -d('ravs and singl(' jE'ts arE' shown separatE'lv in 
FIg 3:la-e. It corresponds to the following set of conditions: 

/('''' " > 0.38. \;".",. < 1.5, cosO' < .60. E_ / E, < .25, and 
..;"'. -'.-n .• -: 2.0. After these five cuts. the single parton dis
I rihlltion is reduced to such a lE'vel that the W decay signal 
comp(·tes with this background at a signal-ttr noise level of 
about I-ltr I. :\ subsE'quent mass cut, in the mass region of 
th ... \\' from "0 to ~8 Ge\', at these values lea"es in the total 
~arnplE': 1-138 W decays out of the 2066; originally generated; 
so 7', "-efficiency and 9 single jets versus 1619 W-decays; so 
a 160 c: 53 rejection factor. I 

The rejE'ction factor is the ratio of the number of W's 
which survive the series of 5 cuts (previously explained) to the 
number of jets which pass the same series of cuts. By varying 
the values of these several cuts and combining samples from 
different cuts. a cUT"e of ""-efficiency .... ersus rejection against 
singlE' jE't5 may be obtained as is shown in Fig 34. To vary the 
cuts. WE' just vary all five cuts by 20~ of their values for 5 step 
up and 5 step down. The ~nominal~ value corresponds to the 
list of cuts pre"iously mentioned for the (W.,.. jet) sample with 
PI :. 0.3 GeVlc. The result we obtain now, is about a factor of 
3 worse than that obtained previously5 and may be ascribed 
to a morE' realistic event simulation. including the presence of 
initial state gluon radiation, 
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Te\',c (solid) and for (W - 2 jet) sample with p~' '> 0.15 
TeV/c (dotted). 
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It "hCluld hI" lIott'd that "hiif' tllf'f'rror, on th.' \\'f"li"lC'tl(,~ 
arC' \'N~' small. thl' onl'~ on Ihl' r£'jl'ctiOIl factor may bp quit£' 
largf' as thl'\' should go lik£' th£' ~quarf' root of thl' numiH'r of 
.i ... t, leh, For in5tance. the number quoted for tht' case (W - jet) 
\\ith PI > 0.3 Te\":c has an error on the rE'jection factor of 
I (>{) :: 53. 

It t h(' prOfE'SS is repealed for a sample of (W . jE't) ewnt· 
with PI '·0.1,; TeV.'c .which would correspond to a m'iI of thl' 
orcil'r ()f 300 GeV, by applying the same SE't of cuts as thosl' 
whifh were optimized for the (W.,.. jets) events with PI > .3 
Tp V . c, a rather poor rejection factor of 45 is obtained for a 
W-efficienn of 10.8%. This reiterates that recognizing WW -
r.vqij at a r~ther low mass range .of the order of 300 Ge V. should 
IIf' harder than working at a higher mass range. On the other 
hand. certainly morf' work on th(' pattern rf'Cognition among 
t he calorimeter cells may improve the results. Futhermore, an 
optimization of the cuts for the worse case .low mass, could 
also give better results in the higher mass case. However, at 
this slage. one may overcome the background due to standard 
QeD jet and so distinguish (W - qq) jets from the single 
parton jets by using the rather sophisticated analysis that we 
have just described. 

3.4 W - qq versus 2 Parton Jets 

A background which has an even higher rate than the 
pre\'ious one (about 10 times higher, according to the estimates 
reported in Section 3 of reference I), is: . 

qq or qg - qq or qg + W 

where the W is radiated by one of the final partOD!. The 
question now is: Does the. sophisticated analysis proposed 
above still give a good separation of the (W - qq) signal from 
thi~ background? To answer this point, we "forget" about the 
prE'\"ious analysis and try to define independently a set of 5 
-best" cuts for the ( W .... 2 jets) sample. To do this study 
we generate a sample of events ( W ... 2 jets), where the 2 
jets are required to have an invariant mass centered around 
the W mass within a rather large window (40 to 200 GeV). 
The P,W iS'imposed to be larger than 0.3 TeV Ie. A set of new 
cuts corresponding to: R",.n > 0.38, X~"a,.. < 20, (0&82 < .70 
, EJ.I E < .60 , and $;",.1&;",. < 2.4. gives the optimum 
results in this case: an efficiency for W's of about 10 percent 
an:d a rejection factor of 6 only; by far not sufficient enough. 
Moreover, as in real life, events are mixed together, we will 
have to apply the same set of cuts to all data. By applying the 
series of cuts described fn Fig. 33 to the sample of events (W 
• 2 jets) with PI > 0.3 TeV Ie or 0.15 TeV Ie respectively, we 
obtained very poor W-efficiencies (1.4 percent and 3.3 percent 
respectively) and not high enough rejection factors (64 and 46 
respectively)(See corresponding efficiencies in Fig. 34). 

Though we think we know how to differentiate a (IV _ 
qq) s),:!;IE'm from that of a singlE' parton jet by paying the 
pricf' of both a high-resolution, fine-grained calorimeter and 
~ophi!'ticalf'd filtering of data. it will be even harder' to win 
whf'n draling with a two parton jets system. 

3.5 Resolving IV - qq from ZO - qq 

The effect of varying the granularity of a calorimeter is 
also studied. The measure used is the ability to separate 
the W - qq system from a ZO -- qq system. A sample 
of W ZO continuum events is generated using Pythia. with 
Pc(W, ZO) > 0.3 TeV. The invariant mass is calculated for 
three granularities and is shown in Figure 35. The hadronic 
granularity is, as usual, twice as large as the e.m. These 
figures evidently show that to resolve W's from ZO's when 
considering their hadronic decays will require as finely grained 
a calorimeter as possible. 
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Figure 35a Invariant mass distributions for W - qq (solid) 
and ZO - qq (dashed) normalized.,lo the same number of 
events. for a e.m. granularity of Ay=O.Ol and AtP=O.Ol. 
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Figurp 35c- Invariant mass distributions for'" - qq (solid) 
allu Z" - qij (dashed) normalized to the same number of 
('''('nts. for a e.m. granularity of ~y='O.05 and ~4I=O.05. 

3.G Som" Characteristic- Plots of H" - ~\;W 

Finall~·. WI!' want to display here soml!' of the relevant 
distributions that are obtained using the various parameters 
w(' have previously d('fined to enhance the properties of the 
I'adronic dE'Cays of W's from H" dE'Cays (namely. polarization). 

. Thl!' first plot (Fig 36) shows tht' distribution of cosS' which. 
a~ ('xpE'Ctt'd. has a sin 2 S behaviour (longitudinal polarization). 
Fi~, 37 shows the plot of E ... ; E: which measures the 
"(·Iongation~ of the qq system coming from the hadronic dpcay 
of on(' of tht' \V·s. Some examples of l/SdE/dS spectra are 
:,.:i"f'n in Fig. 38: these show mostly a well·ballanced two peak 
'\rurt lire b('caust' the jets art' well separated. 
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In conclusion. it is certainly very hard to recognize hadronic 
dt'cays of 1\'B's in a pp collider en\·ironment. 6 This is due 
to the QeD backgrounds which have large rates and produce 
bot h singh' parton and 2-parton jE'ts whidt arE' sometimes 
\f'r\ diRicult to distinguish from the W or Z 2-quark dE'cay. 
FII~t hprmore. to distinguish W's from Z's whpn thpy both decay 
hadronicall~' is also VE'ry difficult. The reronstructed invariant 
rni1.'"''' of thE' corresponding jets is not good enough to solve the 
proiliern. ThE'reforc. we have defined a SE't of parameters which 
takes advantage of all the information that we may extract 
frolll a fine..:grained calorimeter; they allow us to describe the 
~t rurt urI' of the events. their main properties and in particular 
their energy pattern. These quantities allow the discrimination 
hetwt>en W decays and single parton jets with a 'reasonably 
good efficiency (of the order of 10% for a S/ B rejection rate of 
t he order or larger than 100); this is sufficient at least for the 
high mass case to overcome this background. Looking at the 
di-jf't system is more difficult and it is not completely solved 
f'ven using this sophisticated approach as both the efficiencies 
and the rejection factor are too low to give a SIB ratio of 1. 

4.11 EI,'('I ron r(>('ognition 

TIlt' idrntifkation of high PI E'1f'Ctrons is a main issu(' in 
man~' diffe'rrnt aspects of this study: it conrerns in partit'ular. 
thE' signaturp of W pairs, where one of thp W decays 
Ipptonicallyinto 1'/,1. (that we have studied in details. in various 
parts of this report). or the ZO pairs. where one of the 
Z's df'('a~:s into a pair of electrons; it is also essential when 
('onsidcring the reaction: HI. -+ "'W + ti (with m H" ::.300 
(;f' \'. dominant Iy produced through ti fusion). wherE' thp t; is 
produrpd in the forward direction and one of the top decays 
srmilE'plonit'ally f'milting a relatively ~igh PI electron. We 
will st udy this case in details in section 6. Tagging electrons 
is also important when searching for possible charged Higgs. 
according to the process:' H% -+ T/,I~. Identifying the T in 
pp colliders 7 means that .we have an efficient way to spparate 
pions from electrons ("hadronicity"). Moreover. the work we 
havt' done so far. to try to extract the hadronic decay of W's 
(or ZO's) from the ordinary QeD jets, pushes us to look for 
purely leptonic decays or "enricht"d leptonic" signatures of W 
pairs and Z pairs events. Even if they provide lower rates, 
the signatures are cleaner and simpler if the detector has good 
enough lepton identification and measurement. All. the various 
cases we have listed now show that it is really mandatory to 
ha\'e a dE'tector able to recognize high 1', electrons. 

First by high p, t"lectrons, we mean electrons which have 
passed thp trigger threshold. As defined earlier, the electron 
threshold for W pairs has been set at 25 GeV in E,. This 
implies a transverse momentum threshold around 15 to 20 
Ge Vic in p,. A minimal threshold is around lOGe V: c in PI. 
Typirally we will have to consider here a very wide range in 1', 
which may extend from 10 GeV to greater than or of the order 
of 500 Ge V. to correspond with Higgs' which may have a mass 
from 300 GeV to 1 TeV. Therefore. the technique we have used 
~o far to detect e·s. namely using a fine grained calorimeter plus 
TRO·s. may be not able to allow the detection of electrons over 
thi!' complete 1', range. We know. for instance, that TRO's may 
ha\'t' limitations.'; So. as an alternative. or complementary to 
that. ont" may study how the detection of electrons is improved 
b) introducing a tracking devict" plus a magnetic field into the 
scenario. 

A magnetic npld has ht'pn dprnon,tratPd to hI' an P!'sPrltial 
tool in thE' case of Ihp t' A I dplE'ftor for th!' stllcl~' of U' _ ev, 
dE'cays or \\' - TV, decays or for the search of semileptonic 
oecays of heavy flavors, Such a device togpthpr with a B
field (provided it can work in an SSC environmpnt). will 
allow precise measurements of the spatial coordinates and 
momentum of an electron. Matching this information with 
the one providpd by a fine-grained calorimE'ter separated into 
~ sections: e,m and hadronic. each onp segmented in df'pth. 
allow a good determination of all thp charartt'ristics of the 
plectron and a good separation of e/rr. 

Concerning the problem of high Pt electron delE'ction. we 
have an ambitious series of questions that wr would likr to 
anSWf'r: 
i) Ho ..... w('11 ('an a tracking device plus a magn('tic field identify 

high Pt electrons? 
ii) What B-field: solenoidal or dipole? 

iii) How to match tracking plus B-field plus calorimetry? 
iv) How does pile-up confuse the e-recognition? 
v) How does a tracking devit'f' plus magnptir field compare 

with TRO's? 
Many of thesE' topics havE' bE'en covered by the electron 
identifica.tion group whose results are contained in these 
proceedings. 

We have used the GEAJltT 3 pa~kage attached to a simple 
tracking device to do a detailed event-by-event study. The 
central tracking region parameters are defined as follow: a 
beam pipe radius of 2 em, a coil inner radius of 235 em and a 
coil outer radius of 280 cm. The tracking chamber has an inner 
radius of 2 cm and an outer radius of 235 em. The half length 
of the central tracking region is equal to 240 cm. The size 
of tht" magnetic field in the central region is 1.5 Tesla. Both 
solenoidal and dipole field have been tried. Two types of events 
are visualized: H" - ",'W as produced by Pythia with Higgs 
masses of 300 GeV and 800 GeV and with one W decaying 
hadronically and the other leptonic.ally. Transverse and lateral 
views (with respect to the beam axis) of thest" events are shown. 
They contain the information provided by the tracking device 
in a B-field: i.e. charged tracks. Figure 39 gives a set of views 
of all charged tracks for a Higgs of 300 GeV with an electron 
going very forward with a solenoidal field (39a.b) or a dipole 
(39c.d). Another H -+ WW event with a mass of 800 GeV 
is shown with a solenoidal field in Fig. 39(e,f); in this case 
the electron is quite central. The same events and displays are 
shown in Fig 40 but only displaying the charged tracks which 
have a momentum greater than 1 GeV. 

Thest" pictures show that the events we are interested in 
art" reasonably populated and one may even distinguish the 
electron track (dashed line) from the other charged tracks in 
the event. We now try to ~isolate" this electron by drawing 
a cone in !1R = V (!1yl + !1tPl) of 0.1. We display only the 
tracks which have a momentum larger than 1 GeV and which 
are contained in this !1R cone. We see that such an isolation 
criteria may be achieved in the tracking device (see figure 41). 
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Figurl' 39{a.h) Display of all charg('d tracks for a H - WW 
I'\('nl ..... ith mH = 300 GeV and l" -~ tV and W -- qq in 
a solenoidal field. a) transverse vie ..... : b) lateral view. The 
elee-Iron is the dashed line. 

Figure 39{c.d) Display of all charged tracks for a H - WW 
I'\"('nl ..... ith mH = 300 GeV and \i' - tV and W -- qq in a 
dipole field. c) transverse view; d) lateral view. 

Figure 39{e.f) Display of all charged tracks for a H -- wu,' 
event with mH = 800 GeV and W - tV and n' - qq in 
a solenoidal field. e) transverse view; f) lateral view. Tht' 
electron is the dashed line . 

.... _. - , 

Figure 40{a.h) Display of the charged tracks with p > 1 GeV 
for a H - WW t'vent with mH = 300 GeV and W - tV and 
W _ qq in a solenoidal field. a) transverse view; h) lateral 

view. 
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",g"fI' lII(r.dl Oisplay of tht' charglOd tracks with p ... , Gt'V 
for .. 1/ ,11'1\' f'\,l'nt with mH " 300 Ge\' arid W- tV and 
1\ . qq in it dipole field. c) trans\'t'rsf' vif'\\,; d) lateral vif'\\'. 

FiRUff' 40(f'J) Display of the charged tracks with p > 1 GeV 
ror il II '. In,\' lOvent with mH = 800 GeV and W -- til and 
1\' - qq in a solf'noidal field. e) transverse view; f) lateral 
vil'W, 
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Figure 41 (a.b) Isolation in a:iR < 0.1 cone around the electron 
for H -- WW with mass of 300 GeV in a solenoidal field; a) 
transverse view; b) lateral view. Only tracks with momentums 
greater than 1 GeV are shown with the electron being the 
dashed line. 
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Figure 41 (c.d) Isolation in a tl.R < 0.1 cone around the electron 
for H .... WW with mass of 300 GeV in a dipole field; c) 
transverse view; d) lateral view. Only tracks with momentums 
greater than 1 GeV are shown with the electron being the 
dashed line. 



Figurt> 41 (e,f) Isolation in a Jl.R < 0.) cone around the electron 
for H - HlW with mass of 800 GeV in a dipole field; e) 
transverse view; f) lateral view. Only tracks with momentums 
greater than I GeV are shown with the electron being the 
da.<;h('d line. 

The heavy GEA~T 3 macllinery allows us to make lIuch 
a detailed study event by event. Displaying events is a very 
important tool when starting this type of search: it allows us 
to understand the type of events we have to look for and to get 
a "first ft>eling" as to how they look. 

Our next tasks (not yet achieved) are to see how pile
up disturbs the tracking and how to match the calorimeter 
information to that from the tracking plus B-field. We have 
made a first pass attempt to "visualize" the pile-up problem •. 
We have used the simple display program presented in section 
3 of our first report, J By superimposing a pile-up of 5 minimum 
bias e\'ents plus a low PI event (Pie! < 50 Ge V) onto a H - Z Z 
event (mass of 800 GeV) with each Z decaying into 2 electrons, 
we get the display of all charged tracks seen in Fig 42. Ir we 
now compare this display to the same event without pile-up 
(Fig 43), we may evaluate the amount of confusion that pile
up introduces into a tracking device. By showing only the 
tracks with PI > 1 GeV (Fig 44). the display is, of course, much 
cleaner and it starts to be plausible to distinguish the electrons 
(dashed lines) even in such a congested situation. However, 
what we may already conclude is that high PI isolated tracks 
seem to be resolvable in such a device with either a dipole or 
solenoidal field. provided of course the track does not disappear 
in a dead region or in the beam pipe. Furthermore, one has 
to demonstrate that tracking (and what tracking) can work 
in a sse environment (i.e. lots of R&D ... ). We think it is 
worthwhile to pursue our work trying to answer the questions 
we have asked and certainly to actively participate to the 
developments of such devices. 

Figure 42: Effect of the pile-up of 5 minimum bias events plus 
it, low PI event onto a H - ZZ event (mass of 800 GeV) with 
each Z decaying to 2 electrons. 

Figure 43: Same event as in Figure 42 but without the pile-up. 

Figure 44: Same event as in Figure ~2 .but without the pile-up 
and applying a cut of p~r .. d: > 1 GeV on the displayed tracks. 
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;;.0 Lf'ptollic Sigllaturf's 

\\~, han' mainl~- di,(u~~ed. up to no\\. the detection of 
pl('(1 rons. Thi~ does not mean that Wf' completely disregard the 
df'tenion of muons. On the contrary' The two next sections 
will deal with muon and multilepton signatures. 

5.1 Muon-Detection 

Th(' muon-identification depends primarily on good 4" 
("overage by the muon detector; it may include in particular 
the possibility to detect muons of a few GeV's in PI in the 
vl'ry forward direction (i.e. from 1 to 5 degrees) compared 
wit h t he beam axis and also very high PI muons (up to O{.l 
Te \')) in the central region covering the angular aperture from 
5 degrees to 90 degrees. Apart from good muon identification 
(which again means separation from hadrons), we also want a 
good measurement of the muon momentum as well as its sign 
and also to take advantage that muons may be more easily 
identified inside jets (so that strict isolation criteria are not 
required here. in principle) and that triggering on them will be 
more straightforward. These items are all discussed in detail in 
tht' Muon Detector Group report.(1 However, as they pointed 
out. at the sse we enter a new domain in which radiative 
processl'S become a major energy loss mechanism for muons. 
The muon group has studied in particular how the muon 
rllCiUiurement may be dramatically affected by catastrophic 
"oergy loss or generation of 50ft e.m. showers which accompany 
I Itt' mllon and can generate many tracks obscuring the muon
'rack. The processes will reduce the muon detection efficiency 
t..y around 10-20(1 provided there are multiple muon detection 
layprs. WI' will nol take this into account, for the time being. of 
,111"" prohl('tn!' and WI' will assume for the purpose of this study 
'hil' WI' haH' a 4" ITIIIOn magnetic spKtrometpr able La detKt 
alld II,('aSlIr(' I It(' propertiMl of muons ha\'ing a momt'ntum from 
f('w (;p\"s (_'4 Gev Ic) up to ] Te"!c. This muon detector is 
",so assllmed to havE' an angular acceptancE' which goes from 

? degrp(,!< to 90 degrees with respect to thE' beam axis. Csing 
this. we will a.'1k how the dett'Ction and measurement of such 
I('!'tons may ht'lp us in extracting the signals we are interested 
III. 

S.2 Multi-leptonit' Signatures 

We havE' studied so far: 

But we may also look at: 

WW -1%II/tb (where t - bl&l) 

Zo zO _ 4 l"epton& 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

These channels. even if giving lower rates. may have as an 
advantage the requirement of leptonic signatures which may 
be more powerful than "jetty" signatures. Also. for the W-pair 
casE'. in order to reject single- W background events, cuts have 
to be imposed which depend on the W polarization. These 
cuts also reject W-pair continuum events. For the time being 
we have only studied the 1aS-t two of these cases. 

5.2.1 Study of tllf' WW ("olltillllUfIl 

Two dilepton rlirnllon channl'/,; (9 and 10) exist which mighl 
be used to d('tt'ct th(' continuum. Both of -thes(' channel~ 

- have 2 isolated muons but the two a('('ompanying neutrinos 
will complicate their reconstruction. The branching ratios 
of reactions 9 and 10 for the muon channels are .006" and 
_0032 and would give the numbt'r of events secn in Table 4 
for an integrated luminosity of ]O~II. If ele(,tron channels wert' 
included then these rates would be four times larger. 

TABLE 4 
~ 

Integraled W-pair to Iwo muon rates For a ] Year Run. 

ww - ~II + jl&l \i.'1\' - J.l&l - II, 
with I - bJ.l/.' 

Mww Range ~o. events ~o. events 

2()()"3oo Ge \. 1500 750 
3()()..4oo Gp \' 400 200 
4()()"5oo Ge\' ]00 50 
.5()()"600 Gp V 40 20 

This section looks at reaction ]0 using an idealized analysis 
and attempts to reconstruct W-pairs from two muon plus jets 
events. Backgrounds and trigger rates from single W's and 
QeD jets are also considered. 

Events are generated using Isajet 5.20. One W is forced to 
decay via W - ~&I with the other W - Ib and then the t-quark 
forced to decay to a muon. Other jets are treated normany; 
In this analysis. muons are assumed to be perfectly identified. 
Jets are treated at the parton level (i.e. no clustering) except 
that any which decay, or have their daughters decay, into a 

- muon with PI > 4 GeV and 8" > 3° veto the event. Finally, the 
missing PI is calculated using a perfect detector with i,,1 < 5. 

For this analysis, 2000 W-pair events were generated with 
]00 < PIW < 110. This gav(' a Mww spectrum centered 
around 350 GeV. Also, lOOK single-\\' plus jet background 
events were generated in the same PI range. Some of the cuts 
described below should be scaled (in a yet to be determined 
manner) by PIW. QCD jt't!' are only important at the trigger 
level and are generaled with PI from 5 to 1000 GeV Ic (see the 
report of the Muon group in this proceedings). 

Th(' analysis chains for the \"-pair signal and both single
\\' and QeD backgrounds are shown in Table 5. The first 
series of requirements is that there exist 2 isolated, oppositely 
charged muons. For purposes of this analysis. the higher PI 
muon is assumed 10 come from the W - ~&I decay (which is 
true about 75% of the time) and will be referred to as ~I with 
~2 assumed to come from the top decay. The tight isolation 
cuts, Er < ]5 Gel' in !::.R < A. on J.l2 rejects all non-t-quark 
decays (see figure 45). 
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\\ -!"Iir all<lh~i~ chaill for th(' "i~nill. and the two background 
challll('b l \\' - j!'l) and QeD. :'hoWII are tht' acceptances (tl, 
I ht· background to signal ratio (8 ~) and. for QeD jets, the 
ralt· in Hz. 

~nr -- Ill! ... I-'I!bb W - jet QCD jets 

Cuts 
:l muons 
(J '" .- :~ .. 
Pt", :,> 4 Ge\' 
~posite charge 
jJ I Isolated 
(~, < 35 GeV) 
1-'2 Isolated 
LE, <'. 15 GeV) 
(J", > 4 

PI", I > 30 Gel" 
PI",2 > )0 Ge~' 

(f) 

I
Z 
W 
> 
W 

o 
Z 

1000· 

800 

600 

400 

200 

~ __ --,,-_~B.'S Rate BiS 

.86 .019 220 

.83 .017 200 

.69 .006 90 .02 400 

.38 .0027 70 .001 20 

e_e 

W-Pair 
W + jet 

- ___ e__ ..... _._._ ............... ..... 
-~.- ~ ... .- : . 
25 50 75 

ET In ~R < 4 (GeV) 

F'igurp 45: Erin a cone of Il.R < .4 about the muon for W-pair 
events (solid line) and b) (W .,. jet) events. 

Though muons are identifiable down to below 5 GeV Ic. a 
PI",2 > )0 Ge\" Ic cut was chosen to reduce the single W plus 
jel rate. Also. PI",I - PI"l > 20 was required. This increased 
I he fraction of timp that thp muon assignment was correct to 
OO~c. Othpr ways of muon assigning were tried. Choosing the 
lIIuon who!.e .\lr(jJPtm.~.) was closest to .'"fw did not improve 
upon just using the larger PI selection. If the muon which 
had the' largest hadronic &Cth'ity (Er in tlR < 1) around it. 
was assignpd to the t-quark. this was correct 67% of the time 

,ndep<'ndent of the PI seJection. Also. for :Pu - PI21 < 20, 
t he correct choice was about 50% more likely to pass all the 

reconstruction cuts uescrit)('d 01'10\\. For 110\\. ollly Ihe "impl •. 
I'll - P,~ > 20 requirement wa.:; used. This givE'S a clt'an 
selprtion bUI with an acceptance reduction. 

F'or the!'ie dimuon events, the measured missing P! ~t't'n 
in figure 46 is dominated by the two neutrinos. The direcl . 
neutrino has an average PI of 60 while thaI from the I-quark 
decay is 25. In this analysis. all the missing PI is assumed to Ill' 
due to the neutrino from the direct W decay. Then the effect 
of the second neutrino dominates any measurement errors on 
missing PI' More complete analyses utilizing all the kinematic 
constaints to determine the two neutrino vectors would. of 
('ourse~ depend upon the missing PI resolution, 

100 

50 

a 40 80 120 
Missing P

t 
(GeV) 

F'igur<' 46: Missing PI for W-pair dimuon events. 

The most direct effect of the second neutrino is the 
broadening of the Mr(1-'1 Plm.u) distribution seen in figure 47a. 
While worse then the Jacobian peak normally seen in W-decay, 
the presence of a W is still clearly indicated. Figure 47b shows 
the Mr distribut.ion of the "wrong~ muon (1-'2) in the W-pair 
event: Cuts on !llfr between 35 and 140 GeV were imposed to 
insure a "'" - I-'~ decay in thE' event. 

100 100 

120 160 

Figure <17: The Mr(I-'Plmi .. ) distributions for a) 1-'1 and b) I-''l 
(t.he "wrong" muon) in W-pair events. 
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Th .. ('\'('nt~ of in"'rp~1 (rpitnion 101 \\ill ha\'P 2 u-Jets in 
th(' final ,Ialp, For no\\', a -jpl-findin:( algorithlll ronsisted of 
looking at thp parton I('\'el for jet~ y,itb PI) 15 Ge~' 'r and 
8) ,j", This selpction ga\'(' an averagE' of 2,7 jets for the signal 
Hents, :"ext thl' jets had to be related to JJ.2' This was done 
hy requiring that cosfJl'd > ,2 and that ,3 < ~RI'IJ < 4.0, For 
now. only events with exactly 2 jets were kept (an additional 
;,0<';( had more than 2 jets). About 65% of these signal 2-
jE't events had correctly found the 2 b-jets while only 25% 
of the background events had 2 b-jets. The number and 
distribution of jets "unrelatE'd" to 112 was similar for the signal 
and background e\'E'nts. 

lIicxt. thp invariant mass of 112 and the two jets were made 
(with the jets ordered so that Po > P12) and loose cuts made. 
Then. in order to select events from \\' decay. the mass of 
thE' IJ2 and the two jets (seen in figure 48) was required to be 
between 55 and 80 Ge\'. At this point. 80'1 of the signal events 
had 2 b-jets compared to only 14~~ (1 of 1) of the background 
E'vents with almost all the extra jets being gluons. 

40 
L W-Pair 
e_e W + jet 

30 

20 

10 

40 80 120 

Figure 48: The invariant mass of the IJljetljt!i2 system for 
W-pair eVt'nts (solid line) and (W • jet) events (dashed line). 

The last step in thi5 analysis was to look at the residual PI 
\"pctor of the system. This was de.fined as !PtWl - ptw:zi with 
1\'1 ('ornposed of III and the missing p, and Wz from IJ2 and the 
two related jt't5. This residual PI is shown in figure 49 before 
and after the .\1":111: cut. Thp signal peaks at low values with 
~ he background being decidedly not at low values. Currently, 
1 ht' statistics of the background are poor but it looks as if the 
LOise to 5ignal ratio is about 5 below 20 CeV Ie and could be 
dt'termint'd by extrapolating from the higher bins. 
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20 

, ." 

/1 
I I 
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! 
I , 

L... W-PCJIr 

W + Jel 

40 80 120 
I PTW1 - Prwzl(GeV/c) 

r 

20 

10 

40 80 120 
I Prwl - ~wzl (GeV Ie) 

Figure 49: The residual PI of tht' two \\o"s (defined as the 
difference of the two PIW vector5) before a) and after b) the 
.\I"'JI1: cut for W-pair event5 (solid line) and (W ~ jet) events 
(dashed line). 

If thpsp result5 are then applied to a year of running. the 
W-pair signal will con5i5t of 20 events above a background 
lelll'l of 100l'vpnts (80 above 400 if we can include th(> (>Ipctron 
channl·ls). rf it wpre pos5ible to rt'jPCt half thl' E'v!'nls which 
didn't halle 2 b-jets (either by tagging the b-jE'ts themselves or 
by tagging gluon je(5) then the signal would be a 30 effect (60 
with electron channeI5). 

In conclusion. it seems pos5ible to reconstruct the W
pair continuum u5ing thf' dpcay chain in reaction 10. The 
simplified (and unoptimized) analysis prl'Sented here still has 
a large background rate but tightening up the cuts redu('('d the 
acceptancl' below detection limits. If the acceptance could be 
increa:;ed (by other means of assigning the muon or by being 
able to handle more than 2 jet events) then tighter cuts could 
be imposed. Also, the differentiation of b-jets from gluon jets 
would be a valuable tool in this analysis. Finally. this analysis 
should be done using a simulation of the detector response 
especially in the pattern recognition of the jets. 

5.2.2 Study of the" lepton signature 

'The signature of H O -- ZO Z" where the two Z's decay 
into charged leptons provide a unique way to recognize Higgs' 
if th~y exist. Such events are calle~ ~gold. plated". The 
recognition of such a signal mainly depends on the efficiency 
of th'e detector to tag the 4 leptons. It can be done almost at 
the 1st level triggt"r provided the detector is good enough. 

A studylo has been done calculating the probability that 
4,3,2 and 1 muon transitted the detector volume. for a series 
of maximum pseudorapidity cut5 from 1 to 6.5 (corresponds to 
a maximum angle coverage of 0.2 degree). The two following 
reactions have been looked at: H') -- Z Z -- 4 leptons for 300 
GeV and 800 CeV Higg5 masses (where we have shown the 
plot with a minimum mas5 of 200 CeV; a minimum mass of 
20 GeV gave identical results) and qq -- Z Z -- 4 leptons with 
requirements on the minimum PI of 0, 100.300 and 500 CeV. 
The corresponding curves giving the geometric acceptance for 
4, 3, 2 and 1 muon as functions of the minimum angle of 
coverage is plotted in Fig 50 for the continuum and Fig 51 for 
the signal. The worse case gives of the order of 30% geometrical 
acceptance. 
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Figurp 50: Frac.tion of events accepted as a function of 
jlsf'udorapidity coverage for a) PI > 0, b) Pt > 100, c) Pt > 300, 
and d) p, ..> 500. 
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Figurp 51: fraction of events accepted as a function or 
pse'udorapiditycoverage for a) 300 GeV higgs and b) 800 GeV 
higgs •. 

Therefort' one may assume that providf'd a good <Ill' 
coverage, tht' dptection of <I leptons should be quite good. l"ow 
I he proble-In arisE'S in distinguishin&-the H(I signal from the Z
pair continuum. It will require to pair the muons to reconstruct 
the best Z" masses and then to use the reconstruclPd Z
momenta to reconstruct the HI) mass. Z-pairs from Higgs 
df'("ays can bp differf'ntiated from the continuum both by thpir 
polarization II and by their mass bump (pro\"idpd the mass isn't 
t.oo high). As poinlrd out by the muon group. the mompntum 
resolution of muons in an sse enviroment will be limited to 
about 10% with broad tails due to energy loss. Also. tracks 
will be lost due to catastrophic energy loss. The effect of this 
on Higgs reconstrurtion has not yet been studied. 

In conclusion I he geometrical acceptance to rt'rognizf' 4 
leptons (in particular <I muons) cannot drop the signal by 
more than roughly a factor of 3, provided a good 411'-coverage . 
However, to extract the signal of the s~called gold platpd 
sample out of the continuum may require more brain and 
work on our side and perhaps more money: a large piece of 
~agnetized iron may not be enough (see the L3 project). 
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G.-A la rE'ch(>rc/H' d'un I('pton pl'rdu-

\\'f' paraphrase Proust I~ to point out the importance of 
dl'tf'<"ting rl'latively low p, lepton~ (O(lOGe\') or so), For 
intermediatE' ma~s Higgs' (mass about 300 (;E'\') , the dominant 
mE'chanis'm of production goes throughtifusion. Therefore; in ' 
th~ final state together with the H" are produced t a'n'd i quarks 
which go in the forward direction. The same fact also occurs in 
thE' production of an intermediate mass charged Higgs which is 
mainl~' produced by tb fusion giving in the final state: H%tb. 
In these casE'S, as remarked by F.Paige, a lepton with PI > 10 
Ge\"c is emitted in the forward direction coming from the 
st'mi-Ieptonk decay of the top. 

We haH' studied what additional rejection factor may be 
gaint'd. against the background, when tagging this lepton in 
I hesE' two scenarios. To do so, we have worked with 2 samples 
of t'vents; a sample generated with Isajet according to the 
diagram: 

'whirh represents the W-pair continuum. By applying the 
rondition 100 < PIW ,< 200 Gt'V, this is t'quivalent to the 
production of a Higgs with a maM of about 300 GeV produced 
Irrording to thE' diagram: 

e 

..... 

ThE' ~e<"ond sample is the background to this process repre
, .. nlt'd by (W-jet) events where 100 < PtW < 200 GeV. 

W .. reconstruct the first \\' (WI. i.e. the W decaying lepo 
toni<'aJly) b~' appl~'ing tht' same analysis as the one developed 
ill sf'C"tion 2: namely we look for the highest E t electron in the 
"\'I'nt and assign it to W I (this is correct a fair fraction of the 
. ime: SeE' Subsection 4.3 of reference I). We veto this electron 
<Jnd look in the "opposite hemisphereft to WI, to reconstruct 
t hI' st'cond W, \\'2. which decays hadronical1y. We reconstruct 
: hI' qq systt'm by taking the 2 highest Ef jets in the "opposite 
hf'mispht'rt'-. If the qq system is made of cc or bb jets, they may 

al!'o produC"t' leptons by decaying semileptoniralJ\'. To veto this 
.ossible lepton. we open a cone in ~R of 1.0 aro~nd thl" axis of 

I hI' qq !;ystt'm (or the axis of the highest E t jet of t,his system) 
and veto the lepton inside this cone. if any. 

\-"'f' then look for thl' hight'st 1', iq.ton, With ", 1(1 Ct'\'. 

outside this ~R region and rl'quirf' in additioll Ihal '/ " :!,,> 

(to ensure thl' forward clirf'Clion), ,\dditional i~olation (uts for 
tht' electrons arf' rcquirf'd in ordN to try to incr('a~f' ';0 !Il I'W hat 
the background rejt'ction, Thf' result of this analysis applied 
to tht' \\' continuum gi\'t's that 30~ of thE' I'vt'nts pass thesc 
cuts whereas only 1.5<':( of tht> (W - jt>t) f'Vents pass. This gives 
a rejection factor of roughly 10 to 20 gained by tagging this 
additional lepton. 

We may remark that the analysis developed here has been 
directly applied to M.e. generated e\'ents (plus tht> idealized 
411' detector simulation) of each type separatly, so that we ha\'e 
been able to check at each step the reliabilitv of the criteria we 
impose. Therefore, this has to be taken m~re a.c; a scheme of 
analysis which in our case allows us to evaluate the additional 
rejection factor which may be gained. However, it is clear that. 
in real life, one will have to develop more sophisticated filters 
to "isolate" this very precious lepton. 

7.0 Pile-up 

We are well aware that pile-up may disturb us in many 
different ways. It has been shown 13. for instance, how pile
up may perturb the measurement of the missing energy which 
is one of the main aspects of the signatures we are dealing 
with. What we have been mostly worried about in this study 
is the particular (but very important) question of how much 
pile-up confuses the electron identification and its momentum 
measurement. We h~ye not yet gone very far in trying to 
answer this point; this is mainly due to technical problems 
(implementing GEA~T3 plus correct pile-up generator) and 
lack of time; so the results we are presenting here are very 
preliminary. 

First let us show some pictures (Lego plots) representing 
Higgs events with and without pile-up. In this case, the pile
up we have assumed is very "softft

• i.e. it is just a superposition 
of 5 low PI events (by low we mean events with PI < 10 Ce\·. so 
minimum bias events). The highest E t cluster in this case has 
just 10 GeV (Fig 52). ~ow. if we superimpose this pile-up onto 
a H(I ..... "'W event, with mH"=300 GeV (Fig 53), the highest 
EI cluster in the t'\'ent passes from 58.2 GeV to 59.3 Gt'V (Fig 
,,)4). The higher mass case was also simulated but the effect~ 
was not as noticable. 1'ote that the cells in this simulation, a 
la 0 I, art' 0.2xO.2 . 

Figure 52: Lego plot of 5 combined minimum bias events. 
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RE~lARK 1; 

Process (12) gives a total rate of about 25 times more 
events compared to process (13) (from results quoted in Table 
3.1 of Report 1). HOWEVER, once the complete filtering 
procedure is applied to extract the signal from the background, 
this relative difference drops quite significantl)·. The main 
background in the case of B - WW is due to the QCD 
process: PP ..... qq, qg or gg where one of the final parton emits 
a W. Once we apply the filtering strategy described in Section 
2 to extract the W-pair signal out of this background and of 
the W -t- jet background. we obtain an estimate of the ratio of 
the signal to each of these backgrounds: S(WW)/B(W+jet) 
and S(WW)/B(QCD). We quote in Table 7 the corresponding 
numbers for each Higgs mass after each step of selection. It is 
interesting to note that in the case of a low mass Higgs, the 
W ... jet background is 10 times lower than the QCD background 
and that in the case of the 800 GeV Higgs, they only differ by 
a factor of 4. Also, the relative (W +jet) background decreases 
by a factor 30 when going from 300 to 800 GeV mass, whereas -
the QCD background diminishes only by a factor of order 
10 between these 2 ranges. From the selection of WW data 
reported in Section 2, we learn that the total efficiency of real 
\\' -pair events is of the order of 30% for both masses, whereas 
the effic:iency of the (W+jet) background is only of the order 

10% with the Q·CD background being about 1%. This last 
number differs from the number quowrl in Table 1. This is 
due to the fact that in there, the analysis has been done only 
using simple QCD 2 jets events (so without implementing in 
some way the W-radiation). Therefore, to get a more realistic 
estimation of the (WW) for thiabackground we ulumehere 
(ell) of about 40% (as usual for a leptonic decay of W) inatead 
of the 1% quoted in Table 1 aild thm we multiply (WW) by 
this factor. Thus. after this WW selection, we finally stay with 
about 2.8 x 10· W-pair events and both backgrounds are now 
at the same level (i.e. SIB = 1% for each background). Next 
we applied the refined analysil of Section 3 to differentiate 
W ..... qq from single or 2 parton QCD jets and found roughly 
an extra rejection factor of order 50 (in the low mass case) 
for single parton jet (from W+jet evenu) but only a rejection 
factor of order 10 for the 2 partoD jets. Moroever, this is gained 
at the price of reducing the efficiency. to only 1 to 3% for the 
W -pair sample. Therefore, we may· expeCt to get. a total of 
about 800 W-pair events (out of the initial Q3OOO) once all 0 

selection criteria are applied and a ratio S(WW)/B(W--jet) of 
the order 1 and S(WW)/B(QCD) of about 0.2 to 1 (at best). 
The situation is a little bit different in the case of a high man 
Higgs. Although the Itatistics are initially 20 times lower than 
for the low mass case, the corresponding backgrounds are also 
much lower (see Table 7). The situation becomes still more 
favorable because it is also easier to reduce these backgrounds. 
By applying the same selection procedures as before, we get 
for both backgrounds a ratio SIB of the order of 5 while losing 
relatively fewer signal events (7 to 10% efficiency for analysis 
of Section 3 compared to the 1 or 3% in the low mass case). 

TABLE ;' 

Evolution of W-pair signal (Higgs and continuum) and the 
signal to background ratio (S B) ..... hen applying the various 
filtering steps. 

mH - 300 mH = 800 
Filter No. of SiB SiB ~o. of SB SOB 

step events (W+jet) (QCD) events (W-jet) (QeD) 

0 g3000 6.5 10-3 6.5 10- 4 5000 0.02 510- 3 

1 0-25000 0.01 0.02 1500 0.05 .1 to .5 
2 800 1 0.2 to 1 100 5 1 to 5 

Filter step 0 corresponds to the total number of expected 
events for this process, without applying any filter; filter step 
1 corresponds to applying the selection criteria described in 
Section 2; filter step 2 is obtained after the analysis of Section 
3. 

This low masl W-pair signal may be improved by applying 
a more realistic cut on Er ..... We have applied here only a cut 
of 10 GeV. If, for instance, we apply a cut of about 40 to SO 
GeV, it is clear that the QCD background will be decreased 
thereby reaching a SIB of order i.- Moreover, by playing the 
requirement on longitudinal versus transversal polarization. 
the interesting signal will alao be enhanced. 

At this stage of our_ work we may. conclude that we expect 
to get a few hundred W-pairs with SIB of the order 1 for 
the low Higgs mass region (for a SSC integrated luminosity of 

·10·ocm - 2), and about 100 such events for an 800 Ge V Higgs, 
but with a much cleaner signal (SIB = 5). Obtaining· these will 
widely use the resources provided by a realistic 4l1" fine-grained 
calorimeter together with a set of TRD's to identify electrons. 

REMARK 2: 

In contrast with the previous case, the process (13), 
although it gives much lower rates. provides at the end a 
much cleaner signature. This is due to the fact that the main 
characteristics of these events are 2 high PI leptons and a fair 
amount of missing energy. Therefore the main background, 
due to (Z+jet) pr<?duction, will be easily overcome by applying 
simply an appropriate cut on the missing energy. We have 
summarized in Table 8 the result of the simple selection 
procedure extensively discussed in Section 2. We want to point 
out that we expect to find a clear signal HO ..... Z Z if the 
Higgs mass is around 300 GeV, by simply using this process. 

If the· Higgs mass is high. the statistics starts to be low and 
lopair signal will be mostly used to reinforce what will be first 
delivered by the reaction H ..... WW. 
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Figurt' 53: Lego plot of a 300 GeV H - WW event. 

j-'igure 54: Same as Figure 53 but superimposing the pile-up 
dut' to 5 minimum bias events (Fig 52). 

1.1'1 us dis("uss now about the possiblt' effect of pil('-up on 
('11"("1 ron idt·ntifkalion. As wt' ha\'p alrt'8dy seen in sf'Ctions 2 
and ·L a H'ry important crheria to recognizt' high PI electrons 
is to rt'quire an isolation of the electron candidate first in 
the calorimt'try, then in a tracking device (to reinforce the 
first condition). So far, we have essentially tried to estimate 
how much pile-up may perturb tht' electron isolation in the 
ralorimt'try. This has been done by a rather rough simulation 
of what tht' pile-up could be. ~amt'ly, we have generated using 
Isajt't a pile-up effecl by superimposing onto the signal (which 
in this case is just a (W-jet) signal with Pew> 200 GeV), a 
pile-up of e\'ents (minimum bias plus low Pt jets) according to 
a Poisson distribution with pile-up rates given by: Latt.t where 
~t =200 nsec. Our estimate of the effect is rather pessimistic 
IS we have not considered here the possibility to sample tt.t 
an less than 15 nsec to reproduce the electronic solution a la 
Radeka. 14 

\Vithin the~t' hypothe~t',;. wt' h<l\(" tri .. d t<. COmpMf' th., 
activity in the calorim<'tf'r Cf'II~ ~urrotlnding th .. f'1"ctron-cf'1I 
insidt' a cone in ~ R of 0.3 and O. ';' re~pp("t iwh wit h and wit hOtlt 
such pile-up. The results we obtaint'd are li~~ed in Table 6: t he\ 
should be taken with a lot of caution as we are (E'rtainlv abl'E' 
to do better. . 

TABLE 6 

Effpct of pilt'-up on tht' "acti\'ily~ around 'the plt'ctroll-«('II. 

Parameters Pile-up :'\0 Pile-up 

pc{electron) (Ge\' jc) 124. 124. 
~o. leptons with PI> 10 GeV Ic 3 3 
EE, ~R < 0.3 (Gt'V) 4.6 0.i2 
EE, ~R < 0.7 (GeV) 23.2 2.-1 
No. jets with E t >20 Gt'\' 22 3 

The other concern we have is to see how pile-up may affect 
the tracking and. in particular. the measurement of high PI 
leptons. Again we know. that for the electron, the isolation 
criteria is quite important. Certainly pile-up will have a double 
effect: introducing additional soft tracks and perturbing the 
digitization of the existing tracks (see section 5.4). This would 
result in sometimes making it very hard if not impossible to 
reconstruct the tracks. 15 This effect will be 'explored for the 
first time by the CDF experiment if the Tevatron gets an 
upgrade in luminosity as foreseen for 1992. 

Pile-up is a touchy and subtle prolem which has therefore 
to be carefully studied in order to be correctly appreciated. 
We are developing the tools to do so. Also it is something 
that we don't have real life experience with (apart from the 
prehistorical ISR case) .. We will start to understand it and 
hopefully learn to live with when existing colliders and tht'ir 
associated experiments begin working with higher luminosities. 

'It is by experimenting with real high luminosity conditions that 
we will be able to face it or at least be ablt' to estimate it. 
Poisson distributed simulations have only the merit to make 
us aware that something may disturb us. 

8.0 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have mainly concentrated on a ~realistic" 
study o( the process: 

HO - WW - ev" + qq (12) 

and 
(13) 

(or two'possible Higgs masses of 300 GeV (low mass (or the 
SSC) and 800 Ge V (high mass i.e. good mass range (or the 
SSC). "Realistic" means that we have submitted the generated 
events to a simulation o( an apparatus which contains some 

, (acts o( '"real life" such as deadened areas, cracks, realistic 
parameters for electron and hadron identification, etc. We 
have studied how this may affect the quantities that we have to 
measure (electron and missing energy resolution, jet structure 
ofthe event ... )and also how it may bias the strategy developed 
in the lint report to select the data. We summarize the main 
results of this work with the (ollowing remarks. 
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TABLE 8 

E"olution of the Z-pair signal (Higgs and continuum) and 
the signal to background ratio S(ZZ)/B(Z+jet) when applying 
the various Ec", ... cuts maximizing (S/B) and significance 
(number of signal events/error in background). 

mH = 300 GeV mH = 800 GeV 

E(",... Number SIB Number SIB 
Cut (GeV) of events (Z+jet) of events '(Z.o.jet) 

no cuts 
> 100 
> 350 

2500 
2120 

1.2 X 10-3 200 
.02 

104 .5 

The numbers above refer to Z decay mode to electron and 
muon, and the three neutrino flavon. It is assumed that 
muon efficiencies are equal to electron efficiencies. It should 
finally be remarked that the statistics for the background was 
small for both low and high mass cases so that its shape and 
normalization were not well determined. Establishing the low 
mass Higgs via this channel is, at this point. inconclusive. A 
more careful study needs to be undertaken with a much larger 
(xlO or xl00) set of events. 

RE~fARK 3: 

The results presented in remarks 1 and 2 encourage us 
to investigate other types of "clean" signatures, namely the 
LEPTO~IC ones. Leptons are objects which seem to be easier 
to measure than jetty structures in events produced by very 
high energy pp colliden. Therefore, we have investigated the 
kind of accuracy we need to identify and measure electrons 
(Section 4) and we have tried to search for additional possible 
leptons to better tag, in particular, low mass objects which are 
dominantly produced by Ii or tii fusion which then produces an 
additional forward lepton. This lepton may be detected with a 
roughlr 30% efficiency, gaining an additional rejection factor of 
10 for the background (Section 6). These various facts lead us 
to the conclusion that our detector has to be able to detect and 
measure at the same time relatively low Pc electrons (few tens 
of GeV's) as well as very high Pc electrons (several hundr~ 
of Ge V). This clearly means that several techniques will have 
to be used to 'detect electrons. We have in particular studied 
a little bit how a tracking device will identify single high pc 
e's in such a congested environment; how it may "isolate" such 
tracks. The "first'impression" we get is not completely hopeless 
once we admit, of coune, that a tracking device can work in a 
B-field in a high energy, high luminosity pp IIcenario. 

Also more specific LEPTONIC signatures have been looked 
at such as: WW - J.UI,. + tt; (t decaying lIemileptonically) 
or Z Z - 4 leptons. Even though these studies are still 
preliminary, they aU IIhow that the apparatus will have to 
detect electrons and muons in a very accurate way and over 
a wide PI range. 

RDfARK 4: 

Finally. we have attempted to evaluate some of the ('frects 
due to pile-up. We have tried to estimate the amount of 
confusion it can add to the tracking information and to the 
calorimetric information (Section 4 and 7). ' 

We are thereiore convinced at this stage, that if the neutral 
Higgs boson exists as expected in the standard model and has a 
mass within the range from 0.3 to 1 TeV, then after one year of 
good running conditions (i.e. 1040cm -2 integrated luminosity) 
with a very high performance 4" detector, we should be able to 
discover this new signal at a very high energy pp collider such 
as the SSC. This statement implies also of course that the team 
of physicists who will run such an experiment not only will be 
quite lucky but also smart enough to design, construct and run 
"this very high performance 4" detector." They have maybe 
10 years to do it ... this is not so much ... 

Also we would encourage the pioneering teams running 
experiments at lower and "prehistorical" pp colliders such as 
the Tevatron to not be discouraged to pursue such a search; 
just the contrary. If the Higgs mass is from few tens of Ge V 
up to about 80 GeV or so, provided the Tevatron gets enough 
luminosity (5 x 1031'c:m-2.,-1), then it may have a unique 
chance to discover the Higgs. Clearly, if the Higgs is rather light 
(few Gev's to 30 or 40 ,GeV) , our friends running experiments at 
the SLC and LEP e+ e- colliders will certainly be in a priviliged 
situation. . 

Apart from the existence of the Higgs, looking for very high' 
mass W-pairs around the TeV range opens a new domain of 
high energy physics. We have tried to demonstrate by this 
work the fundamental role of a very high energy and very high 
luminosity pp collider in this respect. 

One of us (ASN) would like to thank Fermilab and 
LBL for their kind hospitality and T. Gottshalk and L. 
Pondrom for their friendly support. This work was sup
ported in part under U.S Department of Energy contracts 
DE-AS05-76ER03509, DE-FC05-85ER25000, W-7405-ENG-
82, DE-AC02-80ER10699, and DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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POSTSCRIPT: The Organization and Coordination of t.he 
WiZ 'Higgs Experimental Working Group. 

Our working group has been set-up during the UCLA 
Workshop. "Observable Standard Model Physics at the SSC: 
Monte Carlo Simulation and Detector Capabilities", held in 
January of 1986. J. Gunion and A. Savoy-Navarro have been 
charged to coordinate the theoretical and experimental aspects 
respective!}-. The first action taken has been to define. already 
at the UCLA meeting. the main orientations as weJlas the main 
goals to be achieved by this group. It was decided in particular 
to concentrate on a detailed study of two main processes, 
one characterized by mixed leptonic and hadronic signat.ure: 
HO - WW (W - ell. 4nd W - qq): the other one a purely 
leptonic mode: HO - ZZ(Z - 1-1- 4nd Z - 1l1i). Both 
processes have been studied for two possible mass ranges: 300 
and 800 Ge\". The main goal was first to develop the necessary 
tools to do this work, and then to define in a realistic way the 
detector needed to pursue such a search and to study its main 
performances and limitations. 

Therefore the second step. from the UCLA meeting till the 
Snowmass Summer Study. has been to develop and implement 
these processes and their corresponding main backgrounds 
in two main generation facilities. Isajet and Pythia, for pp 
colliders. This has been done by the Monte Carlo's experts (F .. 
Paige. H.U. Bengtsson and T. Sjostrand) and a careful check 
has been pursued, by comparing the results they obtained with 
the theoretical expectations (J. Gunion) and also confronting 
the results each Monte-Carlo give when assuming a very simple 
simulation of an idealized 471' detector (A. Savoy-!"avarl'o 
and Y. Takaiwa). At the same time a detailed analysis of 
the hadronic decay of the W's versus QCD background was 
developed (J. Hauptman) and the study of the low energy case, 
in particular the possibilities of the Tevatron with the CDF 
detector and of a 10 TeV pp collider, was done (A. Savoy
Navarro and Y. Takaiwa). 

The last step has been achieved with an enlarged group of 
people both on the theoretical and experimental side. On one 
hand, the work done by J. Gunion and collaborators, described 
in the theoret.ical report of the W /Z/Higgs working group, 
has been largely dedicated, apart from refining the study on 
possible cuts t.o enhan~e the signal from its main background, 
to studying new channels and new Higgs as expected beyond 
the Standard model. On the other hand, the "experiment.al 
team" formed at Snowmass, (see the name of contribut.ors in 
the two Experimental reports in these proceedings), combined 
their efforts to develop the tools necessary to reproduce t.he 
'"facts of real life", and also to pursue a complete analysis of 
the defined scenarios. This work has been done in good part 
at Snowmass, but it has been achieved in its final and refined 
form from August until December. 

It is now interesting to point out some facts and some 
numbers about this work. The geographical dispersion of 
our experimental team is mainly characterized by the 5 
main areas: Chicago (F!'ALJ. California coast (LBL-SLAC). 
Florida (FSU), Paris (Saclay+CER!"), Japan (KEK). Paris, 
which has been the coordination center, is situated at an 8 hour 
delay from Japan and is 9 hour in advance of California. The 
communication has been essentially maintained by extensively 
using Bitnet and Decnet mail. Results, plots, texts, comments, 
etc... were mainly transmitted this way. At an ultimate 
stage of the work, Telefax has also been used and in case 
of emergency (due to tight deadlines), information was sent -
through very express mail and telephone. The main present 
involvements of the most active people in this team are 
pp physics (UA1, CDF, DO representatives) and some e-e
experts. 

Apart from the development of the generation packages, 
a complete simulation and analysis framework have been 
developed by this team including also display packages. The 
main computing centers have been: FNAL (YAX cluster), 
Florida State University (Cyber 205), LBL (Vax 8600 and 782), 
and Ames (Vax 785). The summary of the computing expenses 
by our group is listed below: 
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Computer 
center 

FXAL \"ax 

TOTAL 

LBL 

TOTAL 

FSU 

Cluster 

Vax 
8600 

Cyber 
205 

Xumber Job Definition Disk space 
of hours (blocks) 

300 ~fainlr spent in 200K 
Simulation and (500 evtl 
analysis 

60 Generation of lOOK 200K 
WW - ~J.I events 

40 Analysis of lOOK 
WW - ~~ events 

400 HOURS (VAX 780) 

2 

14 
2 

Generation of 7500 
events keeping 2000 
Simulation of 2000 evts 
Analysis of 2000 evts 

70 HOURS (VAX 780) 

10 Gen. +Sim.+ Analysis 
of 5000 QCD evts 

A~ES Vax 785 27x5 Gen.+Sim. of 25K 
events x 5 times 
Analysis of 25K 
events x 5 times 

Stored on 
tape 25K 
evts/tape 
(6250bpi) 

4x5 

TOTAL 150 HOURS (VAX 780) 

Globally speaking, about 800 hours of Vax 780 time has 
been used for our work and a minimum of 200K blocks disk 
space was constantly needed to run our jobs. Storage on 
magnetic tapes of generated as well as simulated data has been 
also extensively needed. We do not quote here the amount of 
romputing time and disk space provided to us mainly by the 
FXAL Vax duster during the Snowmass meeting itself. 

This more or less summarizes the amount of fun and 
difficulties we encountered and faced in achieving this work. 
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